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Greetings unto the populace of Adria!
I hope everyone had a great summer… September already!! I am hair straight back in my working schedule
this year, so I apologize for this being late, but I just don’t have days off at the moment. I am trying to get this
done in between all of my other obligations. So having said this, I have this month’s LORR ready for you. Per
the usual comments, if yours is not showing, it just means we haven’t made it there yet. Still in progress as it
were. Thank you for your patience.

As always, none of this would be possible without my fabulous team!! I’m happy to say that our team has
grown again, so I welcome our newest member Sir Coda! Many hands make lighter work, and his knowledge
is generously shared with all of us.
ALL submission are to be sent directly through me please, herald@varheim.ca
If you do not receive a reply from me within 3 days acknowledging receipt, please check the address is correct
and resend. Thank you.
In service,
Princess Gabriele Silverhand
Imperial Sovereign of Arms
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Albion Rayonne

Cathair Na Cailte

Chesapeake

10681 Virginia Fortier
Personal Badge

Fieldless, a demi two headed
dragon azure.

10681 Virginia Fortier
Personal Badge

Fieldless, Two saltires couped and
conjoined in fess Azure.

House Arknox
Estate Shield

Sable, upon a saltire gules
fimbriated argent ouroboros argent
between four mullets of 8 Or.

10425 Richard Kelley
Personal shield

Vert, a wolf's head caboshed
argent, orbed azure, langued
proper, and in base two hammers
argent hafted gules.

2570 Darren Jecelin
Personal Shield

Sable, four ermine spots in cross
argent.
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Varheim

House Hippocentaurum
Estate Flag

Gyronny argent and gules, a
hippopotamus yawning statant
sable armed and langued proper.

10768‐1076 Kyra Couper Argent, an eagle displayed gules, on
Personal Shield
a chief azure three triangles
conjoined one and two, Or.

MATRICULATION OF ARMS:
James Johnston 5118 AR to Moira Pritani
(member at large 5117)

Per fess Or and azure, a sun
counterchanged and on a chief azure three
delves Or.

Brandon Massimini 7587 to Rowenna 7587‐ Purpure, a bat displayed within a border Or.
8708
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CORRECTIONS MADE:
Chantry of Debrecen – fixing the picture on
the flag.

Barry azure and Or, a paschal lamb
couchant guardant maintaining a banner
marked with the stem and trunk of a tree
couped, sprouting out two branches
slipped and leaved proper.
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